MICROBLADE ALU 3WD
Code: 07957100774
Color: BLACK/SPORT BLUE
Size: MP (cm) - 1 = 21,0 - 23,0 | 2 = 23,0 - 26,0

Description
Rollerblade invented and makes the best adjustable
inline skates for kids. The Microblade Alu 3WD is
adjustable 4 full sizes and has an easy to use
adjustment system that works with the push of a
button to easily align the skates to the correct
size. The Microblade structure provides better
support, helps improve stability, has engineered
mesh for fit and breathability. and comes with a
3x80mm wheel set up for a 3WD upgrade out of the
box. The Junior Fit High Performance liners have
upgraded padding for comfort and the wheel/bearing
combination on the aluminum frame are perfect for
kids to get rolling with an elevated level of
speed and durability. The closure system features
speed lacing with a lace lock ensures a secure fit
with easy on and off abilities. Having a positive
first experience on skates will increase the
chances kids will continue to skate, stay active
and improve their fitness abilities while having
fun and creating a life long activity. Brake is on
the skate.FEATURES:- BEST KIDS INLINE SKATE FOR
ANY LEVEL Microblade 3WD Alu is ideal for kids
looking for a better quality product to upgrade to
or wanting to experience 3WD.- KIDS ADJUSTABLE 4
SIZES the Microblade shell is sleek and
streamlined to correctly position kids in the
skate so every stride is optimized for skating
with proper balance, control and better support.COMFORT KIDS LOVE with superior padding. The
Junior Fit liner makes this skate so comfortable
that kids will not want to take them off.
Engineered mesh creates a sock like fit with added
breathability.- DURABLE ALUMINUM FRAME gets kids
closer to the ground for a lower center of gravity
and provide enhanced performance. It also features
a 3WD set up with 3x80mm wheels.- ROLLERBLADE
PERFORMANCE WHEELS 80mm/82A wheels are paired
SG5 bearings for a step up in roll and speed.
A 4x72mm wheel set up is optional with the

purchase of a wheel/bearing kit.

Category:
Gender: Dzieci
Group: KIDS
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